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Introduction to Merchants Plus Pricing

All updates and information about our pricing programs is always available on our
website at: https://brokers.intlfcstone.com/MerchantPlus/
What is the Merchants Plus Grain Program (MPGP) and why should I use it as a business strategy?
Merchants Plus helps independent elevators originate more bushels, sooner, by offering a valuable producer pricing
program to farmers. Farmers can commit production to the elevator and the futures portion of their risk will be priced
by a professional pricing team drawing on years of experience and sophisticated trade execution capabilities. The
program takes the uncertainty and worry out of pricing a portion of your crop and allows you to participate in OTC and
option strategies.

Are my competitors using programs similar to the MPGP?
Most of the major grain traders now offer similar programs, typically through cash contracts that require delivery to their
own elevators. The FCStone Merchant Services (FMS) program allows independent elevators to compete and originate
bushels that they would otherwise lose and allows farmers to diversify their pricing and counterparty risk.

Is the MPGP difficult or time consuming to manage?
No, farmers can contract to deliver grain with the elevator as usual. Simply notify the elevator within the signup window
that you would like to participate, or proceed according to whatever processes the elevator has arranged. The elevator
will notify FMS of the total volumes and FMS will go to work pricing. Regular updates will be available but nothing else is
required until the program is completed and you receive your final futures price.

Why should I work with FCStone Merchant Services, LLC (FMS)?
FMS is an established Agribusiness service provider and part of an INTL FCStone Inc. family of businesses with decades
of experience in the Ags sector from freight to futures brokerage to OTC markets. We pride ourselves in knowing our
customers’ business and sitting with them on the same side of the table as we help manage price, volatility, and liquidity
risk. FCStone was the first non-bank swap dealer and has vast knowledge of the global OTC and options space. We have a
proven track record of expert execution and insightful analysis—and have earned a reputation as a trusted and transparent
partner. Dealing with the FCStone name provides the confidence that you are dealing with a stable industry leader and
Fortune 500 company.

What strategies will you use and how will I keep track of my pricing?
We offer several strategies for farmers to diversify their marketing strategy. There are two internally run strategies with
different risk profiles: moderate (Enhanced Average +) and aggressive. The moderate strategy is a rules-based, automated
program while the aggressive strategy is discretionary - managed by a team of professionals that opportunistically trade
around prevailing market conditions. We are also introducing our first third-party advisor strategy, Roach Ag, bringing
decades of experience advising farmers on their pricing decisions. All strategy prices will be available on the website
daily along with regular market updates and charts showing your potential range of price outcomes, the rate at which the
program is being priced, and how it is being priced.

What are the fees associated with the MPGP?
The program fees are 10 cents per bushel for corn and wheat, 15 cents per bushel for soybeans. The program fee will be
deducted from the final published Merchants Plus board price when your cash contract is settled with the elevator.
Merchants Plus programs do not have any margin requirements for producers or elevators.

How do I get started?
Simply contact your merchandiser or cash grain trading professional for complete details, which will include contract
examples and customer sign up requirements.

2018 Strategies
After continued success in 2017, FCStone will again be offering two internal pricing strategies
for customers in 2018. We’re also excited to introduce our first strategy priced by a third-party
advisor: Roach Ag, a long-standing and trusted advisor in the Ag sector.
1. Aggressive: Our team of experienced market professionals will dynamically assess market conditions and utilize
a full range of strategies and products to achieve the best possible price for our customers. The trading team can
utilize OTC swaps, options and structured products in addition to typical futures and options. In addition to your
daily price, you can expect to receive periodic market updates with some insight into their strategies.
2. Enhanced Average+: A rules-based program that uses a proprietary algorithm to execute a patient marketing
plan. The algorithm sells slowly in low price environment and ramps up into market rallies. It is designed to
outperform in markets with mid-season weather markets and strong downtrends.
3. Roach Ag+: Roach Ag utilizes their proven Sell Signals & Key Market Indicators to drive a cash and hedging
strategy for U.S. farmers growing corn, soybeans and wheat. Roach Ag results have caught the crop year highs
in corn 13 of the past 15 years and in soybeans, 15 of the past 16 years. Roach analysts will apply the same
strategies to the Roach Ag Plus program while using option strategies to defend sales and or protect unsold
bushels.
(Please see FCStone disclaimer regarding third party advisor on last page.)

1st Round

2017 Sign Up & Pricing Dates:

Program

End-date for Sign-up

Pricing Period

M+

Roach Ag+

Futures Reference

Summer Corn

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 5/31/2018

3

3

CN

Summer Beans

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 5/31/2018

3

3

SN

New Crop Corn

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 9/17/2018

3

3

CZ

New Crop Beans

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 9/17/2018

3

3

SX

Spring Corn

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 2/1/2019

3

3

CH

Spring Beans

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 2/1/2019

3

3

SH

Summer Wheat 2019

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 5/31/2019

3

New Crop Corn 2019

12/18/2017

12/19/2017 - 9/17/2019

3

3

CZ9

Program

End-date for Sign-up

Pricing Period

M+

Roach Ag+

Futures Reference

New Crop Corn

3/30/2018

4/2/2018 - 9/17/2018

3

3

CZ

New Crop Beans

3/30/2018

4/2/2018 - 9/17/2018

3

3

SX

KWN9

		
2nd Round

Transparent Pricing & Risk Analysis
Receive daily price updates on our website
• Read timely market analysis from our committee:
- Recent market behavior
- Fundamental and technical analysis
- Position descriptions and insight into how the committee manages risk

Transparent Pricing & Risk Analysis
Analyze your risk with interactive charts that:
• Assess the range of prices you would end up with in extreme market moves
• Visualize how quickly or slowly the strategy is pricing your crop
• Understand what products are going into your risk management portfolio

2017 Performance
We are proud to announce that every one of our corn and soybean pricing programs in 2017 settled higher
than the market average before fees. While that won’t always be the case, we look forward to 2018 and the
opportunity to provide strong performance to our participants while always offering transparent, margin-free,
and hassle-free marketing plans.

Corn

The committee felt corn could lose acres to soybeans in addition to the always present weather risk. Initially, we
were very patient and limited our selling to some short volatility strategies in order to collect option premium. The
combination of upward pressure from soybeans and downward pressure from farmer selling pinned corn prices in one of
the tightest trading ranges in recent history, making our short volatility strategies very successful. When the summer time
rally eventually came, the committee moved quickly to price the rest.

The MP Price closely tracked the market until June when we aggressively
moved to fully hedged, fixing the price towards the high of the range.

2017 Performance
Soybeans

Soybean prices started very high in February and the committee made the decision to price a large percentage at the
start of the first program and stayed ahead all year. Later programs started in a lower price environment and required
patience before catching up to pace, similar to corn. The committee relied on a mix of products to hedge this year, but
the most popular tools were producer collars designed to lock in downside protection while allowing soybean prices the
opportunity to run higher in a volatile environment.

Pricing early gave our customers peace of mind through the volatile summer months.

We open markets for our customers, guiding them to opportunities they wouldn’t
ordinarily have a chance to seize. We empower them to take full advantage of
today and propel them toward new opportunities in the future.

intlfcstone.com

This is not an offer to buy or sell any derivative. FCStone Merchant Services, LLC trades in a variety of physical commodities, and offers customers services to help manage
the risks associated with their physical product. Trading over-the-counter and exchange-traded derivatives is not suitable for all investors and involves substantial risk.
FCStone Merchant Services, LLC’s affiliate, INTL FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a subsidiary of INTL FCStone Inc., is a member of the National Futures Association and
provisionally registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) as a swap dealer. IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or firms who
qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have been accepted as customers of IFM. Any recipient of this material who wishes to
express an interest in trading with IFM must first prequalify as an ECP, independently determine that derivatives are suitable for them and be accepted as a customer
of IFM. The material and content contained herein does not create a binding obligation on IFM or any of its affiliates to enter into a derivative. This material does not
constitute investment research and does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients or recipients of this
material. You are directed to seek independent investment and tax advice in connection with derivatives trading.
Past performance by FCStone or a third party advisor may not be indicative of future results. FCStone has not verified performance claims made by third party advisors
and makes no representation as to accuracy or reliability of any third party performance or marketing claim.
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